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SUMMARY

Objectives: To evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of 3-D computed axiography to detect anterior disk displacements (ADD) of the temporomandibular joint (TMJ).

Methods: 564 joints with no disk displacement (NDD), 114 joints with reducible displaced disk (RDD) and 36 joints with permanently displaced disk (PDD) confirmed on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) were examined by 3-D computerized axiography. The assessment of TMJ disk position was based on the sagittal MRI plane (the position of the disk was controlled by coronal images).

Results: Pathological TMJ states on axiography could be demarcated with sensitivity of approximately 80% and specificity of approximately 90% from healthy joints.

Conclusion: Within the limitations of this study we suggest, that jaw-tracking devices remains an accurate evaluation method for determination of TMJ dysfunction.
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INTRODUCTION

The most common temporomandibular joint disturbance is the internal derangement (ID). The prevalence has been shown to be as high as 28% [1]. According to Dolwick [2] the ID of TMJ may be defined as an abnormal anatomic relationship between the articular disk, mandibular condyle, fossa and articular eminence as well as changes in their form and structure. RDDs and PDDs are the two major forms of TMJ internal derangements. Non-invasive diagnostic methods are of great importance in assessment of the magnitude of these disturbances. MRI has become the gold standard for evaluating the soft tissue structures of the temporomandibular disorders (TMD), especially disk position [3], and it has the major advantage of not introducing radiation or known biologic hazards to the patient that might produce tissue damage [4]. The disadvantages of MRI imaging are similar to those of CT scanning. MR imaging units are quite expensive and not available in a traditional dental setting. Computed axiography allows non-invasive three-dimensional imaging of the condylar path on the basis of recorded hinge-axis movements [5]. Axiographic recordings of the mandibular joint motion permit the diagnosis of muscular dyscoordination, hyper- and hypomobility, dynamic asymmetries of movement, avoidance mechanisms, and joint pathologies [6] and therewith improve the accuracy of clinical diagnosis. The experienced dentist is able to detect early symptoms of disturbances, which cannot be diagnosed using invasive methods. However, the literature does not suggest that the sensitivity and specificity of jaw-tracking devices are reliable enough to be used for diagnosis and management of TMDs [4, 7-9]. The objective of this study was to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of 3-D computerized axiography to detect different stages of internal derangement of the temporomandibular joint (TMJ).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

From a population representative cross-sectional study - “Study of Health in Pomerania” (SHIP) there were 307 subjects (140 males und 167 females) selected for this investigation. The age of subjects ranged from 20 to 54 years old, with a mean age of 35.4.

Due to the clinical diagnosis of „SHIP“ 114 subjects had at least one sign of temporomandibular disorders (tenderness/pain on palpation of the joints or muscles, TMJ sounds, pain or deviation during maximum mouth opening (active/passive). 193 subjects served as controls. In this investigation we did subgroup analysis and for the calculation of sensitivity and specificity do not rebuild the patient and control groups. Standardization and calibration of clinicians was performed before the study started and took place twice a year while the study was running. Kappa values for detecting palpation pain of the masticatory muscles and TMJ varied from 0.53 to 0.63 in the final calibration session. All subjects underwent computerized axiography and MRI after proper history taking and assessment of clinical symptoms. The involvement criterion for the response into this study was the participation in all three investigations.

The axiographic and MRI results were independently assessed by two experienced diagnosticians. The examiner had no knowledge of the clinical and MRI findings.

Collected data were compared by contingency tables and analysed with chi-square ($\chi^2$) test. Better visualisation of results was done by graphics.
MRI was performed with 1.0-tesla scanner (Magnetom Impact Expert, Siemens, Germany) using a bilateral TMJ surface coil with 7cm diameter. The images were performed with the following Spin-Echo-Sequent Parameters:

- axial (Scout - image) - T1 weighted images, TR = 140, TE = 15, Flip 90
- sagittal - T1 weighted images. Nine images with 3mm slice thickness; TR = 448 ms, TE = 15, Flip = 90, Matrix% 75 (192*256)
- coronal - T1 weighted images, TR = 450, TE = 15, Flip = 90, Matrix% 75 (192*256)

Three (lateral, central und medial), 3 mm orthogonal sagittal images of the TMJ were obtained with the jaw in the maximal intercuspal position (MIP) and then at maximal opening. The position of the articular disk was determined in both cases, when the mouth was closed and when it was open. The physiological disk position and disk displacement was defined as described previously [10].

After assessment of the disk position on the sagittal plane following diagnoses were made:

- No disk displacement (NDD)
- Partially disk displacement with complete reposition (part. DDCR)
- Partially disk displacement with partially reposition (part. DDPR)
- Complete disk displacement with complete reposition (compl. DDCR)
- Complete disk displacement with partially reposition (compl. DDPR)
- Complete disk displacement without reposition (compl. DDWR)
- Struck disk

The registration of TMJ tracings was made with the conventional double face-bow Cadiax III-System (Gamma, Wien). Three-dimensionally adjustable lower bow is used to transmit hinge-axis movement of the mandible to the upper face bow (Fig 1).

In all cases the axiographic findings were recorded and assessed for both joints. The diagnoses were made on the basis of the following findings:

- no appreciable disease (NAD)
- disk displacement with early reposition (DDER)
- disk displacement with late reposition (DDLDR)
- disk displacement without reposition (DDWR)
- not classifiable pathological change (NCPC)

The results of axiography in correlation to MRT findings on sagittal plane are compared in Fig. 2.

From Figure 2 it appears, that axiographic findings NAD over 90% were accurately recognised in both joints as having NDD on MRT. DDER was recognised over 70%, DDWR approximately 60% and DDLR 100% (n=6) of the cases (in both joints). If we summarise axiographic diagnosis DDER and DDLR (independently from reposition time), and confront with MRT findings part. DDCR, so 75, 0% of the cases (n=52) on the right side and 71, 2% of the cases (n=52) on the left side were diagnosed correctly. Axiographic findings NCPC had no disk displacement to 60% on the right joint and to 45% on the left joint.

For the calculation of the axiographic sensitivity and specificity, all axiographic diagnoses with appreciable disease were summarised and confronted with all kind of disk dislocations, diagnosed on MRT sagittal plane (Figure 3: a) left). For the right side sensitivity was 79, 2% and specificity 85, 1%. For the left side sensitivity was 74, 4% and specificity 86, 5%. The positive predictive value for the right joint was 62, 0% and for the left joint 65, 2%.

The results of this study showed, that on MRT diagnosed „stuck disk“ 90% had appreciable axiographic disease on the accordingly side ($c^2$-test; right und left: $p=0,000$), with 60% typical jaw-tracking
characteristics. For that reason we assessed axiographic sensitivity and specificity once again including „stuck disk” diagnosed on MRI (Figure 3: b) right). Sensitivity on the right joint raised to 80, 7% and specificity to 88, 8%. The positive predictive value for the right joint was 72, 8%. On the left side 24, 2% of the subjects were assessed wrongly as not diseased, so that resulted 75, 8% sensitivity. 9, 3% of the healthy subjects, who were assessed wrongly as diseased, therefore the specificity reached 97, 7% and the positive predictive value 77, 5%.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

**Material and MRI standard**

Former investigations on the usefulness of tracking devices for diagnoses of CMD had sample sizes of 5 to 39 patients and maximal 28 asymptomatic controls [11]. Due to small sample sizes there were usually no calculation of sensitivity and specificity, and no differentiation of specific TMJ disorders. In this investigation we did subgroup analysis from a populationally representative cross-sectional study - “Study of Health in Pomerania” (SHIP) on selected 307 subjects. For this reason we do not rebuild the patient and control groups. The sample size of 114 subjects with at least one sign of temporomandibular disorders and 193 controls allowed to distinguish healthy volunteers and six stages of ID.

Due to its non-invasive character and its excellent visualization of soft tissues, MRI is the method of choice for diagnosis of the correct disk position and bone changes of the TMJ. Its high sensitivity (67% - 100%) was confirmed by autopsy studies [12].

**Axiography**

There is a big controversy in the literature about the use of a jaw-tracking device in the diagnosis of ADD. The meaning of these recordings is uncertain, as several authors [13-16] have reported, in view of sparse and unreplicated scientific evidence linking jaw tracking to the diagnosis of TMD. In contrast to this Rammelsberg et al. [11] estimates the jaw-tracking sensitivity of 86% and specificity of 90% in diagnosis of RDD. Sensitivity in diagnosing PDD reaches 75%. Piehslinger et al. [13] found, that in 70% of the ADD with and without reposition patient groups, axiography and MRI gave the same information. In other patient groups, axiography and MRI findings agreed in 45% of the cases. Piehslinger et al. [6] and Gsellmann et al. [17] showed in their investigations that although a large percentage of morphologic alterations could be detected by MRT, axiography determined the dysfunctional dynamics more clearly. On the other hand it has to be noted that impairment of jaw movement is one of the signs of many TMJ disorders, and it is not surprising that quantification of jaw movement has been considered important. Reliable diagnostic evidence of axiography is complicated due to the fact, that PDD exists for longer does not need to show limited tracks anymore. Short pathways of PDD are characteristic only if the displacement is recent. Should this blocking of the joint be of a longer duration, the masticatory system adapts itself to the new anatomic relationship. The amplitude of the pathways increases in size. They become long and regular and thus can no longer be distinguished from normal. There is no literature describing if such cases can be diagnosed using jaw-tracking device. Due to the fact, the disagreement about usefulness of a jaw-tracking device can be partially explained. There are till to date no generally accepted guidelines for the interpretation of jaw-tracking devise. One possible reason saw Lückerath [18] in the huge variety of recording systems, whose recordings could not be offhand compared with each other. On the other hand it has to be noted, that diagnostic criteria were proposed by authors that used clinical examination as standard. Sigaroudi et al. [19] found crossing and speed changes. Alsawaf et al. [20] found deflections in clicking joints. Zimmer et al. [21] measured a significantly bigger distance between in- and excursive movement. Parlett et al. [22] diagnosed RDD as an abrupt change in direction (with decelerations) leading to an inversion integral between in- and excursive path in at least one projection. PDD was combined with an absence of concavity (in sagittal projection) and a curvature length below 4-5 mm. They calculated an overall sensitivity of 54% (ADD with and without reduction). In relation to healthy volunteers 10% of false positive and 20% false negative diagnoses observed Rammelsberg et al. [11], if the split point of curvature length as indicator of PDD was fixed at 11 mm. However, the results of this study have clearly showed that in case of PDD the jaw tracking quantification was an unreliable remark. We observed in this study, that the concavity of the opening/closing tracking due to the pathological change was more significant than the tracking quantification. With the aid of this and with the simultaneously consideration of coincidenty of protrusive-, mediotrusive- and opening/closing tracks, we reached a sensitivity of approximately 80% and specificity of approximately 90%. Within the limitations of this study we suggest, that jaw-tracking devices remains an accurate evaluation method for determination of TMJ dysfunction.

**Figure 3:**

- a) left: Diagrammed demonstration of the axiographic sensitivity and specificity;
- b) right: Axiographic sensitivity and specificity with comprehension of the diagnosis “stuck disk”.
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